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Holiday Horror (subject to previous sale)

1. Stephen King. The Bazaar of Bad Dreams. New York: Scribner, 2015. First Edition,

First Printing. ISBN: 9781439192566. A fine first edition in a fine dust jacket. Full number

line, unclipped jacket. Black paper boards. "1115" on rear cover. Dust jacket now protected

in a clear, removable, archival cover. 3698 pp. Octavo. Fine in fine dust-jacket. Boards.

(1131)$45.00

2. Richard Laymon. The Beast House. Baltimore: Cemetery Dance Publications, 1998.

Limited Edition. ISBN: 1-881475-39-5. A fine, signed limited edition in a fine clamshell

slipcase. Signed by Laymon on the limitation page, "O" of 26 lettered copies. Appears

completely unread. Black slipcase. Fine dust jacket. White cloth binding. Color illustration.

281 pp. Octavo. Fine in fine dust-jacket. Cloth.

"Last summer, while cleaning rooms at The Welcome Inn, young Janice Crogan found the

diary of Lilly Thorn — sole survivor of the 1903 Beast House attacks. Now Janice hopes to

strike it rich with the help of author Gorman Hardy. Hardy's previous nonfiction book,

Horror at Black River Falls, was a major bestseller. Janice thinks he might write an even

bigger bestseller with her help and with the aid of the diary. All she wants is a piece of the

action.

In her letter to Hardy, Janice writes, "This diary I found is hot stuff. Lilly Thorn, the woman

who wrote it, was the very first person ever to live in Beast House, and she goes into all

kinds of details about where the monster came from, and what it's like, and everything. I

mean everything. If you believe this, she even had sexual intercourse with it. I don't mean

once, but constantly like she was obsessed. It's steamy stuff... The diary also goes into the

first murders and let me tell you, this sure is not the way they tell it on the tour!"

Gorman Hardy smells another bestseller.

He's on his way to visit Janice and start his investigation of Beast House.

It'll be a great book.

If he lives to write it." ---cemeterydance.com (1146) $300.00
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Holiday Horror (subject to previous sale)

3. Stephen King; Dean Koontz; Richard Laymon, et al; Richard T. Chizmar, ed. The

Best of Cemetery Dance. Baltimore: Cemetery Dance Publications, 1998. First Trade

Edition. ISBN: 1881475247. A fine, signed limited edition in a fine slipcase. Number 400 of

400 printed. Signed by Stephen King, Dean Koontz and dozens of other horror writers on the

first pages. Appears completely unread. Black slipcase. Fine dust jacket. Black cloth

binding. Purple ribbon bookmark. 786 pp. Octavo. Fine in fine dust-jacket. Cloth.

The Best of Cemetery Dance showcases five dozen of the very finest short stories from the

first 25 issues of Cemetery Dance magazine. Published over a period of nine years — and

still publishing today — Cemetery Dance is the winner of the World Fantasy Award and the

International Horror Critics Guild Award, as well as a recent nominee for both the British

Fantasy Award and the American Horror Award.

Featuring a virtual who's who of today's greatest authors of dark fiction, The Best of

Cemetery Dance is one of the most important books of the year — including contributions

from Stephen King, Dean Koontz, Richard Laymon, Poppy Z. Brite, Jack Ketchum, Ed

Gorman, Ramsey Campbell, Ray Garton, and dozens of others! This special collector's

volume also features a brand new, exclusive interview with Cemetery Dance editor, Richard

Chizmar. More than 800 pages of top-notch horror!

Named one of "1998's Best Books" by Publishers Weekly, and called "the most important

anthology of the decade, much less 1998!" by Hellnotes, The Best of Cemetery Dance was

nominated for every major award in the genre and is an outstanding addition to any

collection.

TOC: "Introduction" by Richard Chizmar

"Chattery Teeth" by Stephen King

"The Box" by Jack Ketchum

"Halceldama" by Gary A. Braunbeck

"The Pig Man" by Augustine Funnell

"Mobius" by R.C. Matheson

"The Rendering Man" by Douglas Clegg

"Weight" by Dominick Cancilla

"Layover" by Ed Gorman

"Johnny Halloween" by Norman Partridge

"Hope" by Steve Bevan

"The Mailman" by Bentley Little

"Silhouette" by Stephen Mark Rainey

"Roadkill" by Tom Elliott

"The Rifle" by Jack Ketchum

"Pieces" by Ray Garton

"Rustle" by Peter Crowther

"When the Silence Gets Too Loud" by Brian Hodge

"The Rabbit" by Jack Pavey

"The Flood" by John Maclay

"The Right Thing" by Gary Raisor

"Pig's Dinner" by Graham Masterton

"Crash Cart" by Nancy Holder

"Wall of Words" by Lucy Taylor

"Metastasis" by David B. Silva

"Wrapped Up" by Ramsey Campbell

"Depth of Reflection" by David L. Duggins

"The Mole" by David Niall Wilson

"Saviour" by Gary A. Braunbeck

"Great Expectations" by Kim Antieau

"Shell" by Adam Corbin Fusco

"Eater" by Peter Crowther

"Tyrannosaurus" by Norman Partridge

"Vacation" by Matthew Costello

"A Taste of Blood and Altars" by Poppy Z. Brite
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Holiday Horror (subject to previous sale)

"Mr. God" by Thomas Tessier

"Drive-In Date" by Joe R. Lansdale

"Desert Pickup" by Richard Laymon

"Fydor's Law" by William F. Nolan

"Five to Get Ready, Two to Go" by Hugh B. Cave

"Secrets" by Melanie Tem

"With the Wound Still Wet" by Wayne Allen Sallee

"Plainclothes" by Steve Rasnic Tem

"The Pattern" by Bill Pronzini

"Seesaw" by David L. Duggins

"Trial By Fire" by Barry Hoffman

"Almost Never" by Edward Lee

"Bloodline" by Roman A. Ranieri

"Four-in-Hand" by William Relling Jr.

"The Cutty Black Sow" by Thomas F. Monteleone

"The Liar's Mouth" by Darrell Schweitzer

"Shattered Silver" by James Kisner

"YSEX" by Steven Sprill

"Mongrel" by Steve Vernon

"The Winds Within" by Ronald Kelly

"Crying Wolf" by Rick Hautala

"Animal Rites" by Jay R. Bonansinga

"Easy's Last Stand" by Nancy Collins

"A Christmas Story" by James Dorr

"Comes the Night Wind…" Gene Michael Higney

"A Conversation with Dean Koontz" by Robert Morrish

"Afterword" by David B. Silva (1144) $900.00
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Holiday Horror (subject to previous sale)

4. Stephen King; Dean Koontz; Richard Laymon, et al; Richard T. Chizmar, ed. The

Best of Cemetery Dance. Baltimore: Cemetery Dance Publications, 1998. First Edition,

First Printing. ISBN: 1881475247. A fine, signed limited edition in a very good plus

clamshell slipcase. Letter "O" of 52 lettered copies. Signed by Stephen King, Dean Koontz

and dozens of other horror writers on the first pages. Appears completely unread. Black

slipcase with a small 1/16" tear at crown and bend on front spine edge. Fine dust jacket.

Black cloth binding. Full color illustrations. 786 pp. Octavo. Fine in very good + dust-jacket.

Cloth.

The Best of Cemetery Dance showcases five dozen of the very finest short stories from the

first 25 issues of Cemetery Dance magazine. Published over a period of nine years — and

still publishing today — Cemetery Dance is the winner of the World Fantasy Award and the

International Horror Critics Guild Award, as well as a recent nominee for both the British

Fantasy Award and the American Horror Award.

Featuring a virtual who's who of today's greatest authors of dark fiction, The Best of

Cemetery Dance is one of the most important books of the year — including contributions

from Stephen King, Dean Koontz, Richard Laymon, Poppy Z. Brite, Jack Ketchum, Ed

Gorman, Ramsey Campbell, Ray Garton, and dozens of others! This special collector's

volume also features a brand new, exclusive interview with Cemetery Dance editor, Richard

Chizmar. More than 800 pages of top-notch horror!

Named one of "1998's Best Books" by Publishers Weekly, and called "the most important

anthology of the decade, much less 1998!" by Hellnotes, The Best of Cemetery Dance was

nominated for every major award in the genre and is an outstanding addition to any

collection.

TOC: "Introduction" by Richard Chizmar

"Chattery Teeth" by Stephen King

"The Box" by Jack Ketchum

"Halceldama" by Gary A. Braunbeck

"The Pig Man" by Augustine Funnell

"Mobius" by R.C. Matheson

"The Rendering Man" by Douglas Clegg

"Weight" by Dominick Cancilla

"Layover" by Ed Gorman

"Johnny Halloween" by Norman Partridge

"Hope" by Steve Bevan

"The Mailman" by Bentley Little

"Silhouette" by Stephen Mark Rainey

"Roadkill" by Tom Elliott

"The Rifle" by Jack Ketchum

"Pieces" by Ray Garton

"Rustle" by Peter Crowther

"When the Silence Gets Too Loud" by Brian Hodge

"The Rabbit" by Jack Pavey

"The Flood" by John Maclay

"The Right Thing" by Gary Raisor

"Pig's Dinner" by Graham Masterton

"Crash Cart" by Nancy Holder

"Wall of Words" by Lucy Taylor

"Metastasis" by David B. Silva

"Wrapped Up" by Ramsey Campbell

"Depth of Reflection" by David L. Duggins

"The Mole" by David Niall Wilson

"Saviour" by Gary A. Braunbeck

"Great Expectations" by Kim Antieau

"Shell" by Adam Corbin Fusco

"Eater" by Peter Crowther

"Tyrannosaurus" by Norman Partridge
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Holiday Horror (subject to previous sale)

"Vacation" by Matthew Costello

"A Taste of Blood and Altars" by Poppy Z. Brite

"Mr. God" by Thomas Tessier

"Drive-In Date" by Joe R. Lansdale

"Desert Pickup" by Richard Laymon

"Fydor's Law" by William F. Nolan

"Five to Get Ready, Two to Go" by Hugh B. Cave

"Secrets" by Melanie Tem

"With the Wound Still Wet" by Wayne Allen Sallee

"Plainclothes" by Steve Rasnic Tem

"The Pattern" by Bill Pronzini

"Seesaw" by David L. Duggins

"Trial By Fire" by Barry Hoffman

"Almost Never" by Edward Lee

"Bloodline" by Roman A. Ranieri

"Four-in-Hand" by William Relling Jr.

"The Cutty Black Sow" by Thomas F. Monteleone

"The Liar's Mouth" by Darrell Schweitzer

"Shattered Silver" by James Kisner

"YSEX" by Steven Sprill

"Mongrel" by Steve Vernon

"The Winds Within" by Ronald Kelly

"Crying Wolf" by Rick Hautala

"Animal Rites" by Jay R. Bonansinga

"Easy's Last Stand" by Nancy Collins

"A Christmas Story" by James Dorr

"Comes the Night Wind…" Gene Michael Higney

"A Conversation with Dean Koontz" by Robert Morrish

"Afterword" by David B. Silva (1145) $1,500.00

5. Stephen King. The Bill Hodges Trilogy First Edition Set: Mister Mercedes,

Finders Keepers, End of Watch. New York: Scribner, 2016. First Edition, First Printing.

Three fine first editions in fine dust jackets for one price. All stated first with complete

number line. Black paper boards under red cloth binding. Strong and square with no

markings. Octavo. Fine in fine dust-jacket. 1/4 cloth.  (1135) $175.00

6. Anne Rice. Blood Canticle: The Vampire Chronicles. New York: Alfred A. Knopf,

2003. First Edition, First Printing. ISBN: 037541200x. A fine first edition, as stated, in a

fine, unclipped dust jacket. Black paper boards. Title gold stamped on spine. Some pages

improperly cut and are folded into book as from publisher. Interior clean, bright and

unmarked.  Dust jacket now protected in a clear, removable, archival cover. 306 pp. Octavo,

5 1/2 x 8 inches tall. Fine in fine dust-jacket. 1/4 cloth.  (379) $20.00
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Holiday Horror (subject to previous sale)

7. Stephen King. Carrie. New York: Doubleday, 1974. Book Club Edition. ISBN:

0385086954. A near fine book club edition from 1974 in a very good dust jacket. Appears

unread. Scribble on front pastedown. Black paper boards under burgundy quarter cloth. gilt

title stamping on spine. Dust jacket showing wear and small tears at top edge. Dust jacket

has crease on spine which is only visible on the inside. Octavo. Fine in fine dust-jacket.

Boards.

Stephen King's first book.

"“Carrie” is about a telekinetic girl in a small town in Maine. She is an unhappy girl. Her

mother is a horror, a religious fanatic eager to beat the goodness of Christ into sinners with

a powerful right hand. No wonder Carrie grows up all but mute, unattractive, shy. She is the

butt of jokes in school; she is poorly coordinated; she does nor appear to be very bright. But

she has strange gifts. Finally, pushed beyond what her emotional state can absorb, she runs

psychically amok, unleashing all the latent powers in her. The result is sheer disaster for

her and for all around her.

King does more than tell a story. He is a schoolteacher himself and he gets into Carrie’s

mind as well as into the minds of her classmates. He also knows a thing or two about

symbolism — blood symbolism especially. That this is a first novel is amazing. King writes

with the kind of surety normally associated only with veteran writers. This mixture of

science fiction, the occult, secondary school sociology, kids good and bad and genetics

turns out to be an extraordinary mixture." NY Times Review of Books (1118) $125.00

8. Richard Laymon. The Cellar. Baltimore: Cemetery Dance Publications, 1997.

Limited Edition. ISBN: 1-881475-28-X. A fine, signed limited edition in a fine clamshell

slipcase. Signed by Laymon on the limitation page, "O" of 26 lettered copies. Appears

completely unread. Black clamshell slipcase. Fine dust jacket. White cloth binding. Color

illustration. 281 pp. Octavo. Fine in fine dust-jacket. Cloth.

"Awakened by an early morning telephone call, Donna Hayes finds out that Roy has been

released from prison. Roy, her ex-husband, is not a nice guy. They don't come much worse

than Roy. Knowing he must be on his way, Donna drags her twelve-year-old daughter out of

bed. Together, they hit the road. East.

The last thing they want is for Roy to get his hands on them again.

But in racing up the California coast to get away from one danger, they approach another.

The town of Malcasa Point.

And Beast House.

During the day, tourists roam through the old house, led by the scarred and crusty Maggie

Kutch. At night, however, the tourists are gone. The house is locked and dark and silent...

At night, it belongs to the beast.

The Cemetery Dance edition features an Introduction by Bentley Little, an Afterword by

Richard Laymon, and full-color artwork by Alan Clark. All copies are protected inside a

handmade cloth slipcase and signed by Laymon, Little, and Clark!" ---cemeterydance.com

Cemetery Dance Publications - Publisher of Horror and Dark Suspense (1148) $500.00
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Holiday Horror (subject to previous sale)

9. Ray Bradbury. A Chapbook for Burnt-Out Priests, Rabbis and Ministers.

Baltimore: Cemetery Dance Publications, 2001. First Edition, First Printing. ISBN:

1-58767-035-6. A fine, signed limited edition in a fine clamshell slipcase. Signed by Ray

Bradbury on the limitation page, "O" of 26 lettered copies. Appears completely unread.

Black clamshell slipcase. Black cloth binding. Fine dust jacket. Color illustration. Traycased

Lettered Edition of 26 signed and lettered copies bound in leather clamshell box with a satin

ribbon page marker and additional full-color artwork. Missing the seperate

specially-commissioned full-color art print. 192 pp. Octavo. Fine in fine dust-jacket. Cloth.

A Chapbook for Burnt-Out Priests, Rabbis and Ministers by Ray Bradbury is a major

publishing event!

"An exclusive, brand new hardcover collection containing new poetry, fiction, essays, and

other oddities and fancies.

A stunning and thought-provoking volume—just in time for the new century—featuring

classic Bradbury creations, all having to do with the Cosmos, the Universe, Visitations,

Annunciations, First and Last Suppers, early Sabbaths and much, much more.

This Cemetery Dance Publications edition is the only edition available anywhere in the

world!" [NB from publisher site] (1154) $525.00
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Holiday Horror (subject to previous sale)

10. Jack Ketchum. The Crossings. Baltimore: Cemetery Dance Publications, 2003.

Limited Edition. ISBN: 1-58767-035-6. A fine, signed limited edition in a near fine

clamshell slipcase. Signed by Jack Ketchum on the limitation page, "O" of 26 lettered

copies. As new [I opened the publishers plastic wrap myself]. Burgundy clamshell slipcase

with a small dent in the rear edge. Fine dust jacket. Burgundy cloth binding. Traycased

Lettered Edition of 52 signed and lettered copies bound in leather clamshell with a satin

ribbon page marker. 100 pp. Octavo. Fine in fine dust-jacket. Cloth.

"There's another writer here tonight who writes under the name of Jack Ketchum and he

has also written what may be the best book of his career, a long novella called The

Crossings. Have you read it?"

— Stephen King, from his 2003 National Book Awards Acceptance Speech

The Crossings

by Jack Ketchum

About the Book:

It's the Arizona Territory. The year, 1848. The year the Mexican War ended. Fate and

blazing pistols have just thrown together reporter and part-time drunk Marion T. Bell and

the very nearly legendary John Charles Hart, mustanger and scout, in the Little Fanny

Saloon. Plying the river-trade across the Colorado to the gold fields of California in the

north, and war-torn Mexico to the south, the town of Gable's Ferry has sprung up

overnight—lacking only a church, a schoolhouse and a jail.

Though some would say that only the jail was needed.

A rough place in a lawless era. About to become a hell of a lot more so one night when

Hart, Bell and the easy-going giant Mother Knuckles stumble upon Elena, a fierce, young,

badly wounded Mexican woman near the banks of the Colorado. She's naked. She's been

bullwhipped, knifed and branded. And she tells them about the kidnap, rape and servitude

she and her sister have endured at the hands of las hermanas de lupo, the deadly Valenzura

Sisters and their henchman, the deserter Paddy Ryan, at the well-manned slave-camp

across the river aptly called Garanta del Diablo—Mouth of the Devil.

It's just three hundred years since Cortez. Only three hundred years since the Old Gods of

Mexico were in their full and fearsome flower.

Tezcatlipoca, god of the moon and the night. Tlazolteotl, Eater of Filth. Xipe, Lord of the

Flayed.

Blood for rain. Blood for bounty.

For many, like the Valenzura Sisters, they have never died.

And Elena's sister's still there." Cemeterydance.com (1156) $175.00
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Holiday Horror (subject to previous sale)

11. Stephen King. Cujo. New York: Viking, 1981. Book Club Edition. ISBN:

0670451932. A near fine book club edition in a fine dust jacket. Brown paper boards under

black quarter cloth spine with "SK" embossed on front cover. Text is clean and bright. Fold

crease to page 252, otherwise fine. Dust jacket now protected in a clear, removable, archival

cover. 319 pp. Octavo, 6 1/4 x 9 1/2 inches tall. Near fine in fine dust-jacket. 1/4 cloth.

"King goes non-supernatural this time--and the result, despite the usual padding, is a

tighter, more effective horror novel. We are once more up in Castle Rock, Maine, ayuh,

where the natives are striving to survive some earlier King visitations of the unspeakable.

Recent arrival Vic Trenton, who has brought a big ad account with him from New York, is

having a hard time hanging onto both the Sharp cereals campaign and his wife Donna, who

has just severed an affair with a filthy-poet/furniture-stripper. Meanwhile: Joe Camber, an

alcoholic auto mechanic, is angry at wife Charity for wanting to take their son Brett on a

visit to her folks (he's afraid Brett will get a taste of sane family life that will show up Joe's

madness), but finally--figuring that he'll have a hot time while she's gone--Joe agrees. And

all of this sets the scene for some big, extended horror sequences hi Joe's yard. You see,

Brett's 200-pound St. Bernard ("Cujo") has chased a rabbit into a big hole also occupied by

bats, and a rabid bat bites Cujo's nose. Soon the dog is acting queerly, slavering, and going

mad with a headache that warps his thinking about men: Cujo is lost in a mist and can't be

found the day Charity and Brett leave. The first to die is Joe's buddy Gary Pervier--who

lives just down at the foot of the hill from Camber's yard and crosses Cujo hi his own yard.

Later, when Joe finds Gary's body he himself has but two minutes or so to live. And next

Donna's car breaks down, so she drives it into Camber's yard with her four-year-old Tad:

they're attacked in their car and kept there for three days, even after an investigating cop is

killed. Finally, then, there's the dog-versus-woman showdown as savaged Donna, now

half-crazed, kills Cujo with a ballbat--but it's too late to save Tad, whose heart gives out. . .

. The inevitable film is going to be hard on St. Bernards and may even seriously affect their

good-guy image. But, the ASPCA notwithstanding, there's no denying that King's three-day

vigil in the carnage has a solid hook that will hold his fans; and his Maine humors do offer

witty relief. so once again. . . " --- Kirkus Review (1114) $40.00

12. Richard Laymon. Cuts. Baltimore: Cemetery Dance Publications, 1999. Limited

Edition. ISBN: 1-881475-646. A fine, deluxe, signed, limited edition in a fine clamshell

slipcase. Signed by Laymon on the limitation page, "O" of 52 lettered copies. Appears

completely unread. Burgundy clamshell slipcase. Fine dust jacket. Burgundy cloth binding.

Color illustration. 327 pp. Octavo. Fine in fine dust-jacket. Cloth.

"In a suburb of Chicago, Albert Prince parks on a dark, deserted street thinking he's about

to get lucky with Betty -- only to find out she wants cash and not romance.

And Albert is a few bucks short.

"Dig up the rest of the money tomorrow," says Betty, "and give me a call. We'll have a great

time tomorrow night."

But Albert won't be seeing Betty tomorrow night.

He'll be having a great time without her... in a stranger's house... with a beautiful woman

and a knife...

And, after that, he'll be heading out of town on a cross-country killing spree..."

---cemeterydance.com (1147) $300.00
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Holiday Horror (subject to previous sale)

13. Clive Barker. The Damnation Game. New York: Ace / Putnam, 1987. First

American Edition, 1st Printing. ISBN: 0399132783. Mr. Barker's first full length novel. A

fine first edition in an as new / fine dustjacket. Rose colored quarter cloth over brown paper

boards. Gilt title stamping to spine is bright and fresh. Complete number line. Stated first

American edition. In a lovely, as new dust jacket showing the original $18.95 price. 379 pp.

octavo, 6 & 1/4 x 9 & 1/4 inches tall. Fine in as new dust-jacket. 1/4 cloth.

"Barker has generated acclaim and controversy with his dozens of shorter works published

in the six ""Books of Blood.'' His rather long first novel is often engrossing, often disturbing

and depressing. Horror mavens who enjoy violence and harrowing imagery will find plenty

of both here. But there is more to The Damnation Game than gore. This story of a

supernaturally powerful man who can resurrect the dead probes the many varieties of

corruption: of the flesh, of ideals, of civilization. The world Barker depicts is controlled by

immensely powerful men motivated solely by self-interest. His characters Joseph

Whitehead, captain of industry; his defeated, addicted daugther, Carys; his increasingly

frightened bodyguard Marty Strauss; the demonic, perhaps immortal Mamoulian; and

Mamoulian's puppet, the disgusting ``Razor-Eater'' Breer are original and memorable. The

story, loosely based on Shakespeare's Tempest, is good,not exactly a pleasurable read in the

usual sense of the word, but always interesting. (June 5, 1987)" _Publisher's Weelky

(932) $22.00

14. Beth Gwinn & Stanley Wiater, eds; Clive Barker, intro. Dark Dreamers: Facing the

Masters of Fear. Baltimore: Cemetery Dance Publications, 2001. First Edition, First

Printing. ISBN: 1-58767-024-0. A fine, signed limited edition in a fine leather slipcase.

Letter "O" of 52 lettered copies printed. Signed by Clive Barker, Gwinn and Wiate.

Additional leather-mounted photo of Barker. Appears completely unread. Black slipcase.

Fine dust jacket. Black cloth binding. 223 pp. Folio. Fine in fine dust-jacket. Cloth.

There has never been a book like this before...

Dark Dreamers: Facing the Masters of Fear is a unique collection of images celebrating

over one hundred of the greatest authors, artists and filmmakers in the world! With each

and every amazing photograph — coupled with insightful commentary by (or about) each

subject -- the photographer and the journalist fearlessly illuminate those who work on the

dark side of the arts.

Among the authors: Stephen King, Dean Koontz, Clive Barker, Peter Straub, Ray Bradbury,

Richard Matheson, John Saul, Joyce Carol Oates, Poppy Z. Brite, Richard Laymon, Jack

Ketchum, Robert Bloch, Neil Gaiman, Dan Simmons, and dozens of others.

Among the artists: Bernie Wrightson, Gahan Wilson, H.R. Giger, Alan M. Clark, Bob

Eggleton, and many more.

Among the filmmakers: Wes Craven, John Carpenter, Frank Darabont, Rick Baker, Stan

Winston, Christopher Lee, and many others.

This oversized, coffee-table book also features a brand new Foreword by Clive Barker." ---

cemeterydance.com (1149) $300.00
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Holiday Horror (subject to previous sale)

15. Stephen King. The Dark Half. New York: Viking Press, 1989. First Edition, First

Printing. ISBN: 9780670855032. A fine first edition, first printing in a perfect, fine dust

jacket. Appears unread. Black paper boards over black quarter cloth spine. SK in gold foil

on cover, title in gold foil on spine. Purple endpapers. First published by Viking Press and

complete number line 1-10. Dust jacket shows $21.95 US price. Dust jacket is pristine and

flawless. Dust jacket now protected in a clear, removable, archival cover.. Octavo, 6 1/2 x 9

1/2 inches tall. Fine in fine dust-jacket. 1/4 cloth.

"This is not the first time that Stephen King has written a dark allegory of the fiction writer's

situation. ''Misery'' (1987) is a parable in chiller form of the popular writer's relation to his

audience, which holds him prisoner and dictates what he writes, on pain of death. Mr.

King's new novel, ''The Dark Half,'' is a parable in chiller form of the popular writer's

relation to his creative genius, the vampire within him, the part of him that only awakes to

raise Cain when he writes, the fratricidal twin who occupies ''the womblike dungeon'' of his

imagination.

Thaddeus Beaumont is the writer in question. At age 11 he writes his first story. Around the

same time he begins to get excruciating headaches, which culminate in a convulsion.

Surgery reveals something startling - first an eye, then other small fragments of an

incompletely absorbed twin that's lodged in his brain. This sort of ''in utero cannibalism,''

according to his doctor, is not unusual, although rarely is anything left undigested, as it is

in Thad Beaumont's case.

The operation is a success, and Thad grows up to be a mild-mannered professor of creative

writing, a doting husband and the father of twins, a modestly successful writer of novels

with titles like ''Purple Haze.'' But under the pen name of George Stark he is the best-selling

author of ferocious thrillers like ''Sharkmeat Pie,'' the protagonist of which is named Alexis

Machine because he kills like one.

Circumstances force Thad to own up to his pseudonym, which in any case has become

irksome. He has decided to go it on his own, to lay his fictional self to rest. He and his wife

even hold a mock burial service for George Stark, papier-mache tombstone and all. But one

morning a man-sized cavity is discovered at the site. Footprints lead away. Very soon,

people begin to die horribly, in particular everybody associated with Thad's decision to

bury George Stark, whose prose style governs the graphic and gruesome descriptions of the

murders. For George Stark has materialized. As Stark himself puts it, ''The word became

flesh, you might say.''

But George Stark is not content to be merely undead. He wants to be alive entirely. He

wants Thad to begin another novel under Stark's name. In fact, he wants to collaborate with

Thad, to learn how to write, to become independent. Unless Thad complies, Stark will truly

fade out of existence, for his flesh has begun to rot, decay, stink and ooze fluids, although no

outside force seems capable of destroying him. Thad is forced to comply, for Stark has taken

his wife and children hostage. As the collaboration gets going, Stark begins to heal; Thad

develops running sores.

On the whole, Mr. King is tactful in teasing out the implications of his parable - never mind

an author's note that acknowledges a debt to ''the late Richard Bachman,'' Mr. King's own

pseudonym, without whom ''this novel could not have been written.'' No character in the

novel comes right out and says, for example, that writers exist (at least to readers) only in

their writing, that each person (at least to himself) is his own fiction, that the writer's

imagination can feel alien to him, a possessing and possessive demon, a Dracula arisen to

prey on the whole man and his family. Nor does anyone in the novel say outright that reality

inevitably leaks fiction, which then floods reality, that reality and fiction feed on and feed

each other, that they are at war yet they are twins - so identical that attempts to say which is

which only lead to more fictions. Such things are better left unsaid, anyhow. Stephen King is

not a post-modernist.

He is, however, a very good storyteller. ''The Dark Half'' mostly succeeds, as both parable

11
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and chiller, in spite of occasional cliches of thought and expression and bits of sophomoric

humor (the F.B.I. is ''the Effa Bee Eye,'' marijuana is ''wacky tobaccy''). At the end, the

decent family man wins out, but at a cost - which is how it should be. Most readers, I

believe, will want decency and reality to triumph, but only with some reluctance, only after

their most monstrous imaginings, like George Stark, have been unearthed and indulged.

And few writers around are better than Stephen King at giving readers what they want." NY

Times (1088) $170.00

16. Stephen King. The Dark Tower V: The Wolves of the Calla. Hampton Falls, NH:

Donald M. Grant in association with Scribner, 2003. First Edition. ISBN: 1880418568. First

Trade Edition, as stated, published after the limited edition. Complete number line 1-10.

Fine in a near fine unclipped dust jacket. Black cloth boards. Binding strong and square.

Gorgeous color and b/w illustrations by Bernie Wrightson. Jacket shows price tiny tear top

edge and US$35 .Dust jacket now protected in a clear, removable, archival cover. 714 pp.

Octavo, 6 1/4 x 9 1/4 inches tall.

Fine in near fine dust-jacket. Hardcover.

"Chapter three of King's epic alternate-world saga (1988, 1989) finds Roland the

Gunslinger and his sidekicks continuing their quest for the Dark Tower--and the Maine

master keyboarding some of his least restrained writing in years, great sagging storm

clouds of padded prose that only occasionally thunder or brighten with lightning

inspiration. The storyline by now is so complex that King opens with a four-page

"Argument" summing up past action and tracing ties between major characters. The

Argument for volume four won't be much longer, since relatively little happens here: Roland

trains Eddie Dean and Susannah Walker, previously brought by him from Manhattan to his

blighted world, in the arts of gunslinging--soon used to slay a giant mechanical bear named

Shardik; Jake, the boy whom Roland let die in volume one, reappears as a Gotham

schoolkid who makes his way through a haunted house into Roland's world; the band of

four encounter a town of old folks, then a wasted city where Jake is kidnapped by

degenerates, then rescued; Roland and company take a ride toward the Dark Tower on a

train operated by an insane computer enamored of riddles. In a note, King admits that

"finding the doors to Roland's world has never been easy for me." The strain is evident, with

the volume seemingly jerry-built on borrowings (the hoary haunted house; the mad

computer, echoing Hal of 2001; the wasted city and its criminal denizens, shades of Escape

from New York) and overblown character conflicts (can Eddie summon the courage to cross

the swaying bridge?). Still, some of the action cooks up shivery suspense, and Roland's

anticipated duel of riddles with the homicidal computer promises a swift start to the next

volume. ..." --- Kirkus Review (1123) $43.00
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17. Stephen King. The Dark Tower VI: Song of Susannah. Hampton Falls, NH: Donald

M. Grant in association with Scribner, 2004. First Trade Edition. ISBN: 1880418592. First

Trade Edition, as stated, published after the limited edition. Complete number line 1-10.

Fine in a fine unclipped dust jacket. Black cloth boards. Appears unread. Binding strong and

square. Gorgeous color and b/w illustrations by Darrell Anderson. Dust jacket now protected

in a clear, removable, archival cover. 413 pp. Octavo, 6 1/4 x 9 1/4 inches tall.

Fine in fine dust-jacket. Hardcover.

"There's something about a crippled, black, schizophrenic, civil rights

activist–turned–gunslinger whose body has been hijacked by a white, pregnant demon from

a parallel world that keeps a seven-volume story bracingly strong as it veers toward its

Armageddon-like conclusion. When Susannah Dean is transported via a magic door on the

outskirts of Calla Bryn Sturgis (the scene of much of The Dark Tower V: Wolves of the

Calla ) to New York City in the summer of 1999, the "demon-mother" who possesses her,

Mia, has only one thing on her mind. She must give birth to her "chap" at a predetermined

location in Manhattan's East 60s, as instructed by the henchmen—or "Low Men"—of the

evil Crimson King. Pressed for time, Father Callahan, preteen Jake and talking pet

"billy-bumbler" Oy follow Susannah and Mia's trail in an effort to prevent an act that would

quicken the destruction of the Dark Tower and, in turn, of all worlds. Meanwhile,

gunslingers Roland and Eddie travel to 1977 Maine in search of bookstore owner Calvin

Tower, who is being hunted down by mobster Enrico Balazar and his gang, who first

appeared in Eddie's version of New York in The Drawing of the Three . Avid readers of the

series will either be completely enthralled or extremely irritated when, in a gutsy move, the

author weaves his own character into this unpredictable saga, but either way there's no

denying the ingenuity with which King paints a candid picture of himself. The sixth

installment of this magnum opus stops short with the biggest cliffhanger of King's career,

but readers at the edge of their seats need only wait a few short months (Dark Tower VII:

The Dark Tower will be released on September 21) to find out how—and if—King's fictional

universe will come to an end." --- Publisher's Weekly (1119) $35.00

18. Stephen King. The Dead Zone. New York: Viking Press, 1979. Book Club Edition.

Perfect original book club edition, STILL SEALED in the club's shipping plastic wrapper.

Octavo, 6 1/2 x 9 1/2 inches tall. New in new dust-jacket. Hardcover.  (1108) $75.00
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19. Stephen King. Desperation. New York: Viking, 1996. First Edition. ISBN:

0670868361. A near fine first edition in a fine unclipped dust jacket. Complete number line

1-10. "First published by Viking..." on copyright page. Blue paper boards over beige quarter

cloth spine with "SK" embossed on front cover. Dust jacket now protected in a clear,

removable, archival cover. 690 pp. Octavo, 6 1/2 x 9 1/2 inches tall. Fine in fine dust-jacket.

1/4 cloth.

"If the publishing industry named a Person of the Year, this year's winner would be Stephen

King. Not only is he writing the first modern novel to be serialized in book form (The Green

Mile), but with the publication on Sept. 24 of The Regulators (Dutton; Forecasts, June 17)

and Desperation, he becomes the first bestselling author--maybe the first author ever--to

issue three new major novels in one calendar year. And there's more. With this astonishing

work, King again proves himself the premier literary barometer of our cultural clime. For if

The Regulators is a work of secular horror, this is a novel of sacred horror (King's first),

and explicitly so. Like the second panel of a diptych, Desperation employs, with one major

exception, the same characters as The Regulators, and the same source of horror: an evil

force named Tak. (The novels aren't sequential, however; people who die in one can live,

then die, in the other.) The exception is David Carver, 11, who, with a handful of other

passers-through, including a major writer who's recently embraced sobriety, is trapped in

the desert mining town of Desperation, Nev. There, Tak stalks them by possessing humans

and turning them into homicidal maniacs, and by unleashing armies of coyotes, spiders and

scorpions. The terror is relentless--this is King's scariest book since Misery--though the

storytelling is looser than in The Regulators to allow room for spiritual themes. For united

against Tak are not only David and his pals, but also God, who moves through the boy.

King's God is the God of Job, implacable, beyond human ken. As the savageries inflicted

upon David and others multiply, they must discern: What is God's will? And, how can God's

will be done, when it seems so cruel? Near the story's end, the writer muses that horror

""isn't the sort of stuff of which serious literature is made."" King knows better, and so will

anyone who reads this deeply moving and enthralling masterpiece of the genre...." ---

Publisher's Weekly (365) $25.00
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20. Stephen King. Doctor Sleep: A Novel. New York: Scribner, 2013. First Trade

Edition. ISBN: 9781476727653. First Trade Edition, as stated, published after the limited

edition. Complete number line 1-10. Fine in a fine unclipped dust jacket. Binding strong and

square., uclipped. Hardcover, Octavo. Fine in fine dust-jacket. 1/4 cloth.

Sequel to "The Shining."

"He-e-e-e-r-e’s Danny!

Before an alcoholic can begin recovery, by some lights, he or she has to hit bottom. Dan

Torrance, the alcoholic son of the very dangerously alcoholic father who came to no good

in King’s famed 1977 novel The Shining, finds his rock bottom very near, if not exactly at,

the scarifying image of an infant reaching for a baggie of blow. The drugs, the booze, the

one-night stands, the excruciating chain of failures: all trace back to the bad doings at the

Overlook Hotel (don’t go into Room 217) and all those voices in poor Dan’s head, which

speak to (and because of) a very special talent he has. That “shining” is a matter of more

than passing interest for a gang of RV-driving, torture-loving, soul-sucking folks who aren’t

quite folks at all—the True Knot, about whom one particularly deadly recruiter comments,

“They’re not my friends, they’re my family....And what’s tied can never be untied.” When

the knotty crew sets its sights on a young girl whose own powers include the ability to sense

impending bad vibes, Dan, long adrift, begins to find new meaning in the world. Granted,

he has good reason to have wanted to hide from it—he still has visions of that old Redrum

scrawl, good reason to need the mental eraser of liquor—but there’s nothing like an

apocalyptic struggle to bring out the best (or worst) in people. King clearly revels in his

tale, and though it’s quite a bit more understated than his earlier, booze-soaked work, it

shows all his old gifts, including the ability to produce sentences that read as if they’re

tossed off but that could come only from someone who’s worked hard on them (“Danny,

have you ever seen dead people? Regular dead people, I mean”). His cast of characters is

as memorable as any King has produced, too, from a fully rounded Danny to the tiny but

efficiently lethal Abra Stone and the vengeful Andi, who’s right to be angry but takes things

just a touch too far. And that’s not to mention Rose the Hatless and Crow Daddy.

Satisfying at every level. King even leaves room for a follow-up, should he choose to write

one—and with luck, sooner than three decades hence." -- Kirkus Review (954) $45.00

21. Stephen King. Everything's Eventual. New York: Scribner, 2002. Book Club

Edition. ISBN: 9780743235150. A fine book club edition in a fine dust jacket. Black paper

boards. White endpapers. "0302" appears below the barcode on the back cover. Dust jacket

now protected in a clear, removable, archival cover. 459 pp. Octavo. Fine in fine dust-jacket.

Hardcover.

This volume is a collection of 14 short stories written by Stephen King. These tales that

include the much-touted Internet-download phenomenon, "Riding the Bullet"; "The Little

Sisters of Eluria," a Dark Tower prequel; the novella-length title story; and "L.T's Theory of

Pets," King's personal favorite within the group, which was previously available only in

audio. Not only do the action-based plots and engaging narratives hold up well within the

realm of King's work, but tales like the 1996 O. Henry Award-winning Nathaniel

Hawthorne homage, "The Man in the Black Suit," show us King at his literary best. An

added bonus for fans is King's story-by-story annotation, in which he chronicles the event,

thought, or image that served as his creative impetus. (1134) $20.00
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22. Stephen King. Firestarter. New York: Viking Press, 1980. Book Club. Near fine

1980 contemporary Book Club Edition in black paper boards with quarter cloth spine in

brown leatherette. Black and gold stamping on spine. In a very good+ dust jacket with minor

2mm closed tears at spine's head and tail. Dust jacket now protected in a clear, removable,

archival cover. Page 370 reads "K39". DJ reads "3992" on back panel. 371 pp. Octavo, 5 3/4

x 8 1/2 inches tall. Near Fine in very good + dust-jacket. 1/4 cloth.  (818) $37.00

23. Stephen King. Firestarter. New York: Viking Press, 1980. Book Club Edition.

ISBN: 0670315419. Ver good plus/Near Fine 1980 contemporary Book Club Edition in

black paper boards with black quarter cloth spine. Black and gold stamping on spine. "SK"

stamped in gold foil on spine.Spots on top edge . In a fine dust jacket. Dust jacket now

protected in a clear, removable, archival cover. 371 pp. Octavo, 5 3/4 x 8 1/2 inches tall.

Near Fine in fine dust-jacket. 1/4 cloth.  (1120) $40.00

24. Stephen King. Four Past Midnight. New York: Viking Press, 1990. First Edition,

First Printing. Fine first edition in a fine dust jacket. All my copies from different sources

show endpapers overglued to front flyleaf, so I assume this was a publishing run error and

not a repair. There is a neatly inked gift inscription (1990) on FEP. Black cloth boards with

embossed SK, title in gold on spine. Orange endpapers. DJ shows $22.95 US price. Dust

jacket now protected in a clear, removable, archival cover. 763 pp. Octavo, 6 1/2 x 9 1/2

inches tall. Fine in fine dust-jacket. Hardcover.

"A double-double Whopper hot from the grill of "America's literary boogeyman," as he puts

it in his introduction: four sizzling horror novellas sandwiched within the theme of "Time. .

.and the corrosive effects it can have on the human heart." Sure, they're dripping with

excess wordage and high-calorie sentiment, but cut away the fat and there's still more steak

here than in any other horror book of the year. The premium cut sits on top: "The

Langoliers," whose wildly original premise--that a group of airline passengers travel a few

minutes into the past to encounter the entities that eat Being, leaving Nothingness--unfolds

in classic King fashion, with a psychic blind girl, a demented financier, a mystery writer,

and a British spy awash in mounting suspense (why is the beer "Flat! Flat as a pancake!"?;

and what is that sound like "Animals at feeding time" at the place near the airport?). And if

the entities turn out to be more whimsical than scary ("sort of like beachballs"), they bounce

the tale into King's most upbeat ending ever, a rhapsodic celebration of life. Next comes

"Secret Window, Secret Garden," the most self-conscious novella of the four, a dour and

tense reworking of Misery and The Dark Half. Here, the crazed fan of the former and the

animus-made-flesh of the latter meld into the avenging figure of John Shooter, a failed

writer who claims that top author Mort Rainey has stolen one of his stories. Or is Rainey

only dreaming Shooter, as penance for a past sin? More inventive--and the scariest of the

lot--is "The Library Policeman," turbo-engined horror about a vampire of fear

masquerading as a librarian; a subtext (and one graphic scene) of child sex-abuse hones

the story into a modern morality tale. Last comes "The Sun Dog," more gleefully splattery

horror about the terrors of childhood, wherein a boy comes to own a Polaroid camera that

takes pictures only of a menacing hound from hell. King says that" 'The Sun Dog'. . .sets the

stage" for a "long novel called Needful Things"--already written. The four novellas here, he

confesses, were mostly written "during the two years when I was supposedly retired." Some

people just don't know how to take a vacation--not that King's fans will mind: there's grand

entertainment value here..." Kirkus Review (1128) $120.00
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25. Stephen King. From a Buick 8. New York: Scribner, 2002. First Edition, First

Printing. ISBN: 07432113750902. An as new/fine first editon in an as new dust jacket.

Complete number line and unclipped dust jacket showing price of $28.00. Blue quarter-cloth

overwhite paper boards. A collectible copy for the Stephen King fan. Octavo, 6 1/2 inces x 9

1/2 inches tall. As new in as new dust-jacket. 1/4 cloth.

"King, we learn in an author's note, hashed out the plot of this gripper while driving from

western Pennsylvania to New York. The first draft took two months to write. That's quick

work, and it's reflected in the book's simplicity of plot and theme; unlike King's chewy last

novel, Dreamcatcher, this one goes down like a shot of moonshine, hot and clean, much like

Cujo, say, or Gerald's Game. In 1979, an odd man drives what at first glance looks like a

1954 mint-quality Buick Roadmaster up to a service station in rural Pennsylvania, then

vanishes, leaving behind the car. The state police of Troop D deposit the vehicle in a shed

near their barracks, where, up to the present, it remains a secret from all but cop

colleagues—for the car isn't exactly a car; it may be alive, and it certainly serves as a

doorway between our world and... what? Another dimension? Another galaxy? The troopers

never find out, despite their amateurish scientific investigations of it and of the weird beings

that occasionally emerge from the vehicle's trunk: freaky fish, creepy flowers and more.

Moreover, the "car" is dangerous: the day it appears, a state trooper disappears, and

experiments over the years with cockroaches, etc., indicate that just as the car can spew

things out, it will ingest them. While the book's relative brevity and simplicity does lend

comparison to earlier King, and King has relied on a nasty car before (Christine), the

author's stylistic maturity manifests in his sophisticated handling of the round robin of

narrators (both first and third-person), the sharp portrayal of police ways and mores and

the novel's compelling subthemes (loyalty, generational bondings) and primary theme: that

life is filled with Buick 8s, phenomena that blindside us and that we can never understand.

This novel isn't major King, but it's nearly flawless—and one terrific entertainment." ---

Publisher's Weekly (931) $75.00

26. Stephen King. From a Buick 8. New York: Scribner, 2002. Book Club Edition.

ISBN: 0743211375. A near fine Book club edition in an as new dust jacket. Complete

number line. Blue quarter-cloth overwhite paper boards. A collectible copy for the Stephen

King fan. Octavo, 6 1/2 inces x 9 1/2 inches tall. As new in as new dust-jacket. 1/4 cloth.

"King, we learn in an author's note, hashed out the plot of this gripper while driving from

western Pennsylvania to New York. The first draft took two months to write. That's quick

work, and it's reflected in the book's simplicity of plot and theme; unlike King's chewy last

novel, Dreamcatcher, this one goes down like a shot of moonshine, hot and clean, much like

Cujo, say, or Gerald's Game. In 1979, an odd man drives what at first glance looks like a

1954 mint-quality Buick Roadmaster up to a service station in rural Pennsylvania, then

vanishes, leaving behind the car. The state police of Troop D deposit the vehicle in a shed

near their barracks, where, up to the present, it remains a secret from all but cop

colleagues—for the car isn't exactly a car; it may be alive, and it certainly serves as a

doorway between our world and... what? Another dimension? Another galaxy? The troopers

never find out, despite their amateurish scientific investigations of it and of the weird beings

that occasionally emerge from the vehicle's trunk: freaky fish, creepy flowers and more.

Moreover, the "car" is dangerous: the day it appears, a state trooper disappears, and

experiments over the years with cockroaches, etc., indicate that just as the car can spew

things out, it will ingest them. While the book's relative brevity and simplicity does lend

comparison to earlier King, and King has relied on a nasty car before (Christine), the

author's stylistic maturity manifests in his sophisticated handling of the round robin of

narrators (both first and third-person), the sharp portrayal of police ways and mores and

the novel's compelling subthemes (loyalty, generational bondings) and primary theme: that

life is filled with Buick 8s, phenomena that blindside us and that we can never understand.

This novel isn't major King, but it's nearly flawless—and one terrific entertainment." ---

Publisher's Weekly (1117) $30.00
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27. Stephen King. Full Dark, No Stars. New York: Scribner, 2010. First Edition, First

Printing. ISBN: 9781439192566. A fine first edition in a fine dust jacket. Full number line,

unclipped jacket. Grey paper boards under black quarter cloth spine. "1110" on rear cover.

Dust jacket now protected in a clear, removable, archival cover. 3698 pp. Octavo. Fine in

fine dust-jacket. 1/4 cloth.  (1130) $50.00

28. Ray Bradbury. The Halloween Tree. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1972. Later

printing. ISBN: 03948240491. Exceptionally fine, as new 15th anniversary reissue with new

illustrations. Signed by Ray Bradbury ("To Pablo, 1991"). Fine dust jacket, black quarter

cloth over orange cloth binding.145 pp. Octavo. Fine in fine dust-jacket. 1/4 cloth.

"The lyric and expansive nostalgia for boyhood of Dandelion Wine, the extravagantly

conjured atmosphere of Leon Garfield (but without his chilling intensity), the sometimes

gratuitous fright-inciters (rattling bones and shuddering house) of the conventional

Halloween story — all seem to temper the unabashed didacticism of the mysterious Mr.

Moundshroud, who takes eight spookily costumed boys on a kite-and-broomstick timetrip in

search of their friend Pippin and the meaning of Halloween. Breathless urgency prevails as

the boys swoop and slide in and out of an ancient Egyptian burial, a ritual of death in Druid

Britain, a gathering of medieval witches, the massing of the Notre Dame gargoyles, and a

candlelit feast in a Mexican cemetery — glimpsing as they go a variously guised and weakly

pleading Pippin, for whose life each boy in the catacomb-clammy end gives up a year of his

own. Back home the boys learn that Pippin has been relieved in the nick of time of an

inflamed appendix, and Mr. Moundshroud sums up his lesson: the holiday derives from the

fear of death and the seasonal death of the sun. If you had time to stop and think you'd

notice that the plot is all but nonexistent, the eight characters separately identifiable only by

their Halloween costumes (one of them, Tom Skelton, is simply named more often), the

atmosphere too staged and changing to be as scary as it might, the lesson unremarkable

despite the novelty of its presentation, and the closing promise surely debatable ("O Mr.

Moundshroud, will we ever stop being afraid of night and death?. . . When you reach the

stars, boy, yes, and live there forever, all the fears will go, and Death himself will die.").

Still Bradbury-Moundshroud is a spectacular guide to the nether regions and this may well

be (as Tom Skelton called it) "both a trick and a treat" for other boys who are willing to

plunge right in and let the devil take the doubters." --Kirkus (1157) $300.00

29. Stephen King. Hearts in Atlantis. New York: Scribner, 1999. First Edition. ISBN:

0684853515. A fine first edition in a fine unclipped dust jacket. Complete number line

1-10. Blue paper boards over black quarter cloth spine. Red end papers. Binding strong and

square. Dust jacket now protected in a clear, removable, archival cover. 523 [1] pp. Octavo,

6 1/2 x 9 1/2 inches tall. Fine in fine dust-jacket. 1/4 cloth.  (364) $25.00
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30. Stephen King. Insomnia. New York: Viking Press, 1994. First Edition, First Printing.

ISBN: 9780670855032. A very near fine first edition, first printing in a very near fine dust

jacket. Grey paper boards over white quarter cloth spine. SK in red foil on cover, title in red

foil on spine. Grey endpapers. First published by Viking Press and complete number line

1-10. Small dust stain to bottom edge. This massive book has been carefully read. Dust

jacket shows $27.95US price and numbers 1094 on innner front panel. Dust jacket has a tiny

wrinkle at top edge (see photo.) Very near fine dust jacket now protected in a clear,

removable, archival cover.787 pp. Octavo, 6 1/2 x 9 1/2 inches tall. Near fine in near fine

dust-jacket. 1/4 cloth.

"A small town in Maine again serves as King's (Nightmares and Dreamscapes, 1993, etc.)

setting in this deft, steady tale, in which two lovable geezers travel through hyper-reality to

balance the books of human existence, or something to that effect. Since his wife's recent

death, Ralph Roberts, age 70, has been beset by insomnia and hallucinations. These

hallucinations appear as auras, terminating in fine lines of light resembling balloon strings.

In these strings, Ralph believes he can see other people's states of mind and being (e.g.,

disease, anger, calm). Ah, but 68-year-old gal pal Lois Chasse shares these visions, which

by now include three little bald entities in doctors' smocks. These three, naturally, are not

really of this earth. They are brokers for what we mortals call death. The first two, whom

Ralph and Lois name Clotho and Lachesis — from a Greek myth about three yam-spinning

sisters — are benevolent and serve "The Purpose," or natural, timely demise. The third, a

malevolent sprite named Atropos, represents "The Random" and takes great pleasure in

prematurely cutting folks' balloon strings with his rusty scalpel. Atropos takes advantage of

a pro-life rally currently polarizing the hamlet and enlists a local crazy to help him make a

literal killing in the afterlife futures market. In the climax, our oldsters serve as earthly

agents to thwart a potentially calamitous disruption in the order of the universe. King

throws in a tender romance, sensitive and often funny portrayals of the ravages of age, and

the somewhat loopy presence of Rite-Aid drugstores, Cup-A-Soup, and Port-O-Sans

smack-dab in the middle of hyper-reality. This commingling of the supernatural and the

commonplace is what makes this hefty read so enjoyable. Still, at 800 pages, it ain't no

coffee-table book — it's a coffee table." --- Kirkus (1087) $35.00
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31. Stephen King. Insomnia. New York: Viking Press, 1994. Book Club Edition. ISBN:

9780670855032. A very good Book club edition, first printing in a very near fine dust

jacket. Grey paper boards over white quarter cloth spine. SK in red foil on cover, title in red

foil on spine. White endpapers. First published by Viking Press and complete number line

1-10. Dust stains to top edge and fore edge. This massive book has been carefully read. Dust

jacket shows no price and numbers 1094 on innner front panel. Dust jacket now protected in

a clear, removable, archival cover.787 pp. Octavo, 6 1/2 x 9 1/2 inches tall. Very good in

near fine dust-jacket. 1/4 cloth.

"A small town in Maine again serves as King's (Nightmares and Dreamscapes, 1993, etc.)

setting in this deft, steady tale, in which two lovable geezers travel through hyper-reality to

balance the books of human existence, or something to that effect. Since his wife's recent

death, Ralph Roberts, age 70, has been beset by insomnia and hallucinations. These

hallucinations appear as auras, terminating in fine lines of light resembling balloon strings.

In these strings, Ralph believes he can see other people's states of mind and being (e.g.,

disease, anger, calm). Ah, but 68-year-old gal pal Lois Chasse shares these visions, which

by now include three little bald entities in doctors' smocks. These three, naturally, are not

really of this earth. They are brokers for what we mortals call death. The first two, whom

Ralph and Lois name Clotho and Lachesis — from a Greek myth about three yam-spinning

sisters — are benevolent and serve "The Purpose," or natural, timely demise. The third, a

malevolent sprite named Atropos, represents "The Random" and takes great pleasure in

prematurely cutting folks' balloon strings with his rusty scalpel. Atropos takes advantage of

a pro-life rally currently polarizing the hamlet and enlists a local crazy to help him make a

literal killing in the afterlife futures market. In the climax, our oldsters serve as earthly

agents to thwart a potentially calamitous disruption in the order of the universe. King

throws in a tender romance, sensitive and often funny portrayals of the ravages of age, and

the somewhat loopy presence of Rite-Aid drugstores, Cup-A-Soup, and Port-O-Sans

smack-dab in the middle of hyper-reality. This commingling of the supernatural and the

commonplace is what makes this hefty read so enjoyable. Still, at 800 pages, it ain't no

coffee-table book — it's a coffee table." --- Kirkus (1107) $60.00

32. Stephen King. Just After Sunset: Stories. New York: Scribner, 2008. First Edition,

First Printing. This clean and bright First edition is in as new conditon showing no signs of

wear. Black paper boards over black quarter cloth spine with gold foil stamping on

spine.Tight binding, sharp corners, clear and crisp paging with no markings, writing, or

soiling. Jacket very good plus, showing one short scratch. Dust jacket shows price of $28.00.

US. Number line complete, stated first edition. 367 pp. Dust jacket now protected in a clear,

removable, archival cover. Octavo, 6 1/2 x 9 1/2 inches tall. As New in as new dust-jacket.

1/4 cloth.

A short-story anthology (930) $50.00

33. Stephen King. Just After Sunset: Stories. New York: Scribner, 2008. First Edition,

First Printing. This clean and bright First edition is in as new conditon showing no signs of

wear. Black paper boards over black quarter cloth spine with gold foil stamping on

spine.Tight binding, sharp corners, clear and crisp paging with no markings, writing, or

soiling. Jacket very good plus, showing one short scratch. Dust jacket shows price of $28.00.

US. Number line complete, stated first edition. 367 pp. Dust jacket now protected in a clear,

removable, archival cover. Octavo, 6 1/2 x 9 1/2 inches tall. As New in as new dust-jacket.

1/4 cloth.

A short-story anthology (1133) $50.00
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34. Stephen King. Needful Things: The Last Castle Rock Story. New York: Viking

Press, 1991. First Edition, First Printing. Avery good plus first edition/first printing in a fine

dust jacket. "First published by Viking... and complete number line. Black paper boards with

black quarter cloth spine. Binding a bit soft. Smudge to bottom page edges. SK with

sillouhette stamped on front cover and title in same orange foil stamping on spine. Red

endpapers. Dust jacket is fine with no tears or chips. Dust jacket now protected in a clear,

removable, archival cover. 690 pp. Octavo, 6 1/2 x 9 1/2 inches tall. Very good + in fine

dust-jacket. 1/4 cloth.  (KING-13) $75.00

35. Stephen King. Needful Things: The Last Castle Rock Story. New York: Viking

Press, 1991. First Edition, First Printing. ISBN: 0670839531. A very good first edition/first

printing in a VG+dust jacket. "First published by Viking..." and complete number line. Black

paper boards with black quarter cloth spine. SK with sillouhette stamped on front cover and

title in same orange foil stamping on spine. Red endpapers. Uniform dust discoloration on

all edges. Dust jacket is not price clipped. Dust jacket now protected in a clear, removable,

archival cover. 690 pp. Octavo, 6 1/2 x 9 1/2 inches tall. Very good in very good +

dust-jacket. 1/4 cloth.  (1125) $40.00

36. Stephen King. Night Shift. Garden City: Doubleday & Co., Inc., 1978. Book Club

Edition. A fine early book club edition in a fine dust jacket. No flaws.Dust jacket now

protected in a clear, removable, archival cover. 336 pp. Duodecimo, 5 1/2 x 8 1/2 inches tall.

Fine in fine dust-jacket. Cloth.  (1109) $75.00

37. Stephen King. Nightmares and Dreamscapes. New York: Viking Press, 1993. First

Edition, First Printing. A fine first edition, first printing in a fine dust jacket. Charcoal paper

boards over blue quarter cloth spine. SK in gold foil on cover, title in gold foil on spine.

Blue endpapers. This massive book has been carefully read. Dust jacket shows $27.50 US

price and numbers 0993 on innner front panel. Fine dust jacket now protected in a clear,

removable, archival cover. 816 pp. Octavo, 6 1/2 x 9 1/2 inches tall. Fine in fine dust-jacket.

1/4 cloth.  (KING-14) $75.00

38. Stephen King. Nightmares and Dreamscapes. New York: Viking Press, 1993. First

Edition, First Printing. A fine first edition, first printing in a fine dust jacket. Charcoal paper

boards over blue quarter cloth spine. SK in gold foil on cover, title in gold foil on spine.

Blue endpapers. This massive book has been carefully read. Dust jacket shows $27.50 US

price and numbers 0993 on innner front panel. Fine dust jacket now protected in a clear,

removable, archival cover. 816 pp. Octavo, 6 1/2 x 9 1/2 inches tall. Fine in fine dust-jacket.

1/4 cloth.  (1129) $75.00
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39. Dean Koontz, Jack Ketchum, Peter Straub, et al; Richard Chizmar & Robert Morrish,

eds. October Dreams: A Celebration of Halloween. Baltimore: Cemetery Dance

Publications, 2000. First Edition, First Printing. ISBN: 978-1-58767-011-4. A fine, signed

limited edition in a fine leather clamshell slipcase. Letter "O" of 52 lettered copies. Signed

by Dean Koontz and dozens of other horror writers on the first pages. Appears completely

unread. Burgundy clamshell slipcase . Fine dust jacket. Burgundy cloth binding. Full color

illustrations. Traycased Lettered Edition of 52 signed and lettered copies with a satin ribbon

page marker, and also includes a separate, specially-commissioned Halloween Art Portfolio,

featuring twelve full-pages of stunning artwork inspired by classic Halloween images. 660

pp. Folio. Fine in fine dust-jacket. Cloth.

At more than 660 pages, this oversized volume is one of the best (and biggest) collections of

Halloween material ever published!

Contents include: 22 short stories of spooky Halloween fiction (eleven brand new,

never-before-published tales specially-written for October Dreams and eleven classic

reprints); dozens of authors and artists have contributed short pieces recalling their own

favorite and very personal memories of Halloween; essays detailing the "history" of

Halloween, Halloween in the movies, and Halloween in literature; special Halloween

artwork scattered throughout the book; plus almost all of the contributing authors will

autograph the signed editions; a total of several dozen autographs.

"The Black Pumpkin" by Dean Koontz

"Lantern Marsh" by Poppy Z. Brite

"Conversations in a Dead Language" by Thomas Ligotti

"Yesterday's Child" by Thomas F. Monteleone

"The Whitby Experience" by Simon Clark

"In-between" a poem by Ray Bradbury

"Gone" by Jack Ketchum

"Yesterday's Witch" by Gahan Wilson

"A Short History of Halloween" by Paula Guran

"Mask Game" by John Shirley

"Out of the Dark" by David B. Silva

"Heavy Set" by Ray Bradbury

"Boo" by Richard Laymon

"Masks" by Douglas E. Winter

"A Redress for Andromeda" by Caitlin R. Kiernan

"The Circle" by Lewis Shiner

"First of All, It was October" by Gary A. Braunbeck

"Pay the Ghost" by Tim Lebbon

"Buckets" by F. Paul Wilson

"Orchestra" by Stephen Mark Rainey

"Eyes" by Charles L. Grant

"Deathmask" by Dominick Cancilla

"Some Witch's Bed" by Michael Marshall Smith

"The Trick" by Ramsey Campbell

"Pork Pie Hat" by Peter Straub

"Trick-or-Read" by Stefan Dziemianowicz

Plus “My Favorite Halloween Memory" reminisces from:

Elizabeth Engstrom

Rick Hautala

Steve Rasnic Tem

Gary A. Braunbeck

Jack Ketchum

Hugh B. Cave

Christopher Golden
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Alan M. Clark

Poppy Z. Brite

Tom Piccirilli

Jack Cady

Robert Morrish

William F. Nolan

Michael Cadnum

Douglas Clegg

Ray Bradbury

Stanley Wiater

Richard Laymon

Yvonne Navarro

Kim Newman

Owl Goingback

Dennis Etchison

David B. Silva

Kelly Laymon

Simon Clark

Kristine Kathryn Rusch

Wayne Allen Sallee

Edward Gorman

Peter Crowthe (1150) $1,800.00

40. Stephen King. The Outsider. New York: Scribner, 2018. First Edition, First Printing.

ISBN: 9781501180989. Stated first edition with complete number line. Fine in a fine dust

jacket. Light grey paper boards under black quarter cloth. "0518" on rear of dust jacket. 561

pp. Octavo. Fine in fine dust-jacket. 1/4 cloth.  (1137) $60.00

41. Stephen King. Revival. New York: Scribner, 2014. First Edition, First Printing.

ISBN: 9781476770383. Stated first edition with complete number line. Fine in a fine dust

jacket. Blue paper boards under black quarter cloth. "1114 on rear of dust jacket. 403 pp.

Octavo. Fine in fine dust-jacket. 1/4 cloth.  (1136) $25.00
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42. Jack Ketchum. Right to Life. Baltimore: Cemetery Dance Publications, 1998.

Limited Edition. ISBN: 1881475522. A fine, signed limited edition in a fine slipcase. Signed

by Ketchum on the limitation page, "O" of 26 lettered copies. Appears completely unread.

Burgundy box slipcase. Fine dust jacket. Black cloth binding. [Novella Series]. 155 pp.

Octavo. Fine in fine dust-jacket. Cloth.

"When Sara Foster is kidnapped in front of an abortion clinic in broad daylight, taken off a

busy Manhattan street by a pair of total strangers – Stephen and Katherine Teach – she is

three months pregnant wth her married lover’s child.

Her abductors seem to know that. They also seem to know where she lives, where she

teachers, where she was born, who her lover is – even where her father plays golf on the

weekends. They tell her about a mysterious worldwide Organization devoted to white

slavery and what happens to those slaves who try to run away. What happens to their

families and those they love.

That’s what Sara is now. Their slave.

They show her what happens if she tries to disobey.

She sleeps in a coffin-like box in the basement.

She’s fed according to their whim. Abused according to their whim.

They involve her in a brutal murder.

That’s just the beginning. Because Stephen and Katherine Teach have terrible plans for

Sara.

And her baby." ---JackKetchum.net (1143) $250.00
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43. Stephen King, et al; Robert Bloch, ed. Robert Bloch's Psychos. Baltimore: Cemetery

Dance Publications, 1997. First Trade Edition. ISBN: 1-881475-26-3. A fine, trade edition in

a near fine leather clamshell slipcase. Appears completely unread. Burgundy clamshell

slipcase with three bumped corners . Fine dust jacket. Burgundy cloth binding. Full color

illustration signed with an "O". 340 pp. Octavo. Fine in near fine dust-jacket. Cloth.

TOC:

"Autopsy Room Four" by Stephen King

"Haunted" by Charles L. Grant

"Out There in the Darkness" by Ed Gorman

"Please Help Me" by Richard Christian Matheson

"The Lesser of Two Evils" by Denise M. Bruchman

"Point of Intersection" by Dominick Cancilla

"Doctor, Lawyer, Kansas City Chief" by Brent Monahan

"Grandpa's Head" by Lawrence Watt-Evans

"Lonelyhearts" by Esther M. Friesner

"Lighting the Corpses" by Del Stone Jr.

"Echoes" by Cindie Geddes

"Lifeline" by Yvonne Navarro

"Blameless" by David Niall Wilson

"Deep Down There" by Clark Perry

"Knacker Man" by Richard Parks

"So You Wanna Be a Hitman" by Gary Jonas

"The Rug" by Edo van Belkom

"Interview with a Psycho" by Billie Sue Mosiman

"Icewall" by William D. Gagliani

"A Southern Night" by Jane Yolen

"The Forgiven" by Stephen M. Rainey

"Safe" by Gary A. Braunbeck

Welcome to Robert Bloch's Psychos — the Horror Writers Association's brand new

anthology of horror and suspense. Featuring 22 original stories from the likes of Stephen

King, Charles L. Grant, Ed Gorman, Richard Christian Matheson, Dominick Cancilla, and

many others! (1152) $70.00

44. Stephen King. Rose Madder. New York: Viking Press, 1995. First Edition, First

Printing. This first edition, first printing, and its dust jacket are in as new condition with

absolutely no soiling, markings or tears. Number line is complete. Black paper boards with

black quarter cloth spine. Red rose foil stamped on cover and red foil stamp of title on spine.

Orange endpapers. Embossing on DJ is unmarred, not flattened, and shining. A bright, tight,

and very clean copy. As new dust jacket now protected in a clear, removable, archival cover

420 pp Octavo, 6 1/2 x 9 1/2 inches tall. As new in as new dust-jacket. 1/4 cloth.

(KING-16) $95.00

45. Stephen King. 'Salem's Lot. Garden City: Doubleday & Co., Inc., 1975. Book Club

Edition. 1975 perfect Book Club edition STILL SEALED in ORIGINAL plastic from the

club. In original fine dust jacket. "By the author of Carrie" appears at the bottom front of DJ.

429 pp. Octavo, 6 1/2 x 9 1/2 inches tall. New in new dust-jacket. 1/4 cloth.  (1104) $275.00
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46. Graham Masterton. Sepsis. Baltimore: Cemetery Dance Publications, 1998. Limited

Edition. ISBN: 1881475247. A fine, signed limited edition. Number 162 of 200 printed.

Signed by Graham Masterton on the limitation page. Appears completely unread. No

slipcase as issued, no dust jacket as issued. Black cloth binding. 25 pp. Octavo. Fine in fine

dust-jacket. Cloth.

"There's a phrase for it — "all-consuming passion."

And that's what David and Melanie had for each other. They loved each other so much that

they wanted to share everything, body and soul. If they could have done, they would have

breathed the same air.

Their family and friends thought that their hunger for each other was unhealthy. But they

were blind to what anybody else thought about them. They shut themselves away from the

world and their only companion was Echo — the cat which David gave to Melanie as a

living token of their obsessive love.

But then Echo went missing. And that’s when David and Melanie’s all-consuming passion

went far beyond the bounds of love, and into the realms of indescribable greed..."

cemeterydance.com (1155) $80.00

47. Stephen King. Skeleton Crew. New York: G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1985. Reprint. ISBN:

039913039X. A very good reprint after limited Scream/Press edition. Trade edition in black

paper boards under black quarter cloth spine. Bords have some denting. ISBN shows "X",

CIP data. King's fascimile signature in gold foil on cover, and title in gold foil stamping on

spine. White endpapers. Dust jacket shows rubbing (see photo) but no tears or fraying. Very

good dust jacket now protected in a clear, removable, archival cover. 512 pp. Octavo, 6 1/2 x

9 1/2 inches tall. Very good in very good dust-jacket. 1/4 cloth.  (1112) $25.00

48. Stephen King. Skeleton Crew. New York: G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1985. 3rd Printing.

ISBN: 039913039X. A near fine third printing trade edition after limited Scream/Press

edition. Third printing of trade edition in black paper boards with black quarter cloth spine.

Russet endpapers. Complete number line, ISBN shows "X", CIP data. Has King's fascimile

signature in gold foil on cover, and title in gold foil stamping on spine. Dust jacket shows

chipping and tears at head and spine. Very good dust jacket now protected in a clear,

removable, archival cover. Inner flap of DJ has "8506" in corner. 512 pp. Octavo, 6 1/2 x 9

1/2 inches tall. Very Good + in very good dust-jacket. 1/4 cloth.  (1122) $25.00

49. Stephen King and Owen King. Sleeping Beauties. New York: Scribner, 2017. First

Edition, First Printing. ISBN: 9781501163401. Stated first edition with complete number

line. Fine in a fine dust jacket. Black paper boards under black quarter cloth. "0917" on rear

of dust jacket. 702 pp. Octavo. Fine in fine dust-jacket. 1/4 cloth.  (1138) $60.00
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50. Stephen King. The Stand: The Complete and Uncut Edition. New York:

Doubleday, 1990. Book Club Edition. ISBN: 0385199570. An as new book club edition of

The Stand with King's revisions added in 1990. This is a clean, bright, as new edition.

Charcoal grey paper boards with black quarter cloth spine. Cover has fight scene in red foil

and fascimile King signature in red foil stamping. Title on spine is in gold foil with

Doubleday anchor. White endpapers. Red endbands. "0590" on rear flap. Dust jacket now

protected in a clear, removable, archival cover. 1153 pp. Octavo. 6 1/2 x 9 1/2 inches tall .

As New in as new dust-jacket. 1/4 cloth.  (1103) $85.00

51. Christopher Golden. Straight On 'Til Morning. Baltimore: Cemetery Dance

Publications, 2001. First Edition, First Printing. ISBN: 1-58767-035-6. A fine, signed

limited edition in a fine clamshell slipcase. Signed by Golden on the limitation page, "O" of

26 lettered copies.. Appears completely unread. Burgundy clamshell slipcase. Burgundy

cloth binding. Fine dust jacket. Color illustration. Traycased Lettered Edition of 26 signed

and lettered copies bound in leather clamshell box with a satin ribbon page marker and

additional full-color artwork. 419 pp. Octavo. Fine in fine dust-jacket. Cloth.

"Straight On 'Til Morning is a nostalgic, coming-of-age tale set in 1981. Kevin Murphy is at

a turning point in his life. It's the summer before high school. In just a handful of weeks he'll

turn fourteen and he has promised himself that on that fateful day he will finally reveal his

true feelings to the girl of his dreams, fifteen-year-old Nikki French. Before he can do that,

however, Nikki falls for Pete Starling, an older guy with a serious cruel streak and a pack of

buddies who are even meaner.

At first, Kevin is just heartbroken. But then he begins to be afraid. It seems that Starling and

his crew are not at all what they appear to be. In order to protect Nikki, Kevin is going to

have to gather his own friends around him and journey into another place, a land of war

and eternal darkness where there are no heroes... only monsters.

In this brand new novel, Christopher Golden continues to explore the vein of horrific

fantasy he began to delve into in the critically-acclaimed Strangewood.

This special Cemetery Dance Publications Limited Edition features a cover painting by

legendary fantasy artist Michael Kaluta, as well as interior illustrations (full page artwork

for each chapter!) by some of the biggest stars in the world of comic books, including Mike

Mignola, Joe Quesada, Arthur Adams, John Cassaday, Michael Zulli, Stephen R. Bissette,

Daniel Brereton, J.G. Jones, Joyce Chin, Ryan Sock, Eric Powell, Philip Hester, Glenn

Chadbourne, Kyle Hotz, Timothy Bradstreet, Colleen Doran, Randy Green, Terry Moore,

Timothy Truman, Kirk Van Wormer, Michael Zulli, and Mark Texeira! (1153) $250.00

52. Stephen King. Thinner. New York: New American Library, 1984. Book Club

Edition. ISBN: 0453004687. A very good original, contemporary book club edition in a very

good dust jacket. Red cloth boards under black quarter cloth with red foil title stamping on

spine. Bachman photo and dedication to bachman's wife, as in the first. Inked note on rear

endpaper and a slight red stain on front endaper. Short tear 92) to head of jacket and some

wear on fore eedges of flap. Otherwise clean and bright. 309 pp. Octavo. Very good in very

good dust-jacket. 1/4 cloth.  (1115) $78.00
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53. Stephen King. Under the Dome. New York: Scribner, 2009. First Edition, First

Printing. ISBN: 9781439148501. A very good plus, stated first edition with full number line

in a fine dust jacket. Binding a bit soft. Smudges showing on midnight blue paper boards,

under a midnight blue quarter cloth binding. Unclipped, fine dust jacket."1109" on back

cover. A massive book at 1074 pp. Octavo. Very good + in fine dust-jacket. 1/4 cloth.

(1132)$32.00

54. Anne Rice. The Vampire Armand: The Vampire Chronicles . New York: Alfred A.

Knopf, 1998. First Trade Edition. A fine first trade edition in a fine, unclipped dust jacket.

Black paper boards over black quarter cloth spine. Title silver stamped on spine. Deckle fore

edge. Interior clean, bright and unmarked. Dust jacket now protected in a clear, removable,

archival cover. 388 pp. Octavo, 6 1/2 x 9 1/2 inches tall. Fine in fine dust-jacket. 1/4 cloth.

(378) $20.00

55. Anne Rice. Violin: A Novel. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1998. First Trade Edition.

A fine first trade edition in a fine, unclipped dust jacket. Black paper boards over black

quarter cloth spine. Title silver stamped on spine. Deckle fore edge. Interior clean, bright and

unmarked. Dust jacket now protected in a clear, removable, archival cover. 388 pp. Octavo,

6 1/2 x 9 1/2 inches tall. Fine in fine dust-jacket. 1/4 cloth.  (381) $20.00

56. William F. Nolan. The Winchester Horror. Baltimore: Cemetery Dance

Publications, 1998. Limited Edition. ISBN: 1-881475-53-0. A fine, signed limited edition in

a fine clamshell slipcase. Signed by Nolan on the limitation page, "O" of 26 lettered copies.

[Novella Seies no. 6]. Appears completely unread. Burgundy clamshell slipcase. Burgundy

cloth binding. Fine dust jacket. Color illustration. Traycased Hardcover Lettered Edition of

26 signed and lettered copies bound in leather clamshell box and Smyth sewn with a satin

ribbon page marker. 111 pp. Octavo. Fine in fine dust-jacket. Cloth.

"Halloween night, 1997. Two young couples are participating in a candle-lit seance.

They're giggling. Joking around. They're not believers — even though the seance is taking

place in the infamous Winchester House. Even though the spirit they are trying to contact is

the legendary Sarah Winchester...

But when the candle hisses out and the room plunges into darkness, their smiles soon turn to

screams — and suddenly they believe...

It's one year later, and David Kincaid, well-known investigator of the paranormal, is hot on

the trail of Lyn Lucero, the missing younger sister of a long-time friend in the police

department. Lyn is a believer in all things paranormal — ghosts, monsters, spirits. And her

belief has led her to some very dangerous places... including The Winchester House... where

very strange things have been happening...

David Kincaid has seen a lot during his days as an investigator — both real and fake — but

nothing has prepared him for the pure evil of The Winchester Horror..." cemeterydance.com

(1151)$200.00
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